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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF PALAEOVOLCANOES OF TUEN 
MUN FORMATION IN HONG KONG AND THE ASSOCIATED 

MISUNDERSTANDING 
 

K.W.Lai1, M.Y.H.Li2, 
1 Former Hong Kong Geological Survey, Geotechnical Engineering Office, Civil 

Engineering Development Department 
2 Department of Earth Sciences, the University of Hong Kong 

 

Abstract: There are widespread Mesozoic terrestrial volcanic rocks in Southeast 
China, which belong to the circum-Pacific continental margin tectonic area. Since the 
1970s the understanding of Hong Kong geology has a significant development. 
Considerable field mapping data with numerous chemical analysis and thin section 
identification results on rock types indicated that the Tuen Mun valley is in a volcanic 
fault basin bounded by NE trending faults extending from Tuen Mun to Lo Wu 
(Figures 1 & 2). The volcanic activities of the Tuen Mun Formation first occurred in 
the Middle Jurassic Age. More than twenty fault-controlled volcanic plugs have been 
found in the basin. Most of the volcanic plugs are buried beneath the Quaternary 
superficial deposits varying from several metres to more than 20 m in depth along the 
east Tuen Mun Fault. Good exposures of volcanic plugs mainly occur along the 
western foothills of the Tuen Mun valley. All of them belong to terrestrial eruptions. 
The present Hong Kong Geological Survey published a set of guidelines (So & 
Sewell, 2017) on the description and classification of rock types of the region as a 
standard for geologists practicing in Hong Kong. The geological basis of the 
guidelines was presented in Sewell et al. (2017). Although the purpose and intention 
of these publications are sound, the critical problem is that their rock classification has 
not applied the geochemical analysis to determine the composition for all fine-grained 
volcanic rocks. The issue could have affected geotechnical engineering design and 
assessment considerably. Therefore, these errors should be avoided and improved. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Sewell et al. (Sewell et al. 2017; So & Sewell 2017) have carried out considerable 
research and provided important contributions on the age dating, classification and 
interpretation of volcanic rocks of the Tuen Mun Formation. The critical problems of 
their rock classification does not follow the interpretation of the International Union 
of Geological Sciences (IUGS) Subcommission’s recommendations. In particular, we 
consider rock classification with the aid of geochemical analysis for all fine-grained 
volcanic rocks is essential, and this is not adopted in So & Sewell’s guidelines (2017). 
In addition, the lithofacies and the mode of occurrence have not been studied in detail 
to avoid confusion in recognition. It has been observed that plenty of recent drillhole 
logs in the Tuen Mun area are questionable as a result of the ambiguity of the 
guidelines. Some drill cores that have been identified as ‘tuffites’ or ‘epiclastic rocks’ 
which lack evidences. Any misidentification in lithologies may affect the application 
in geotechnical engineering in the Tuen Mun to Tin Shui Wai areas. Some geologists 
and engineers have presented alternative views on classifying rocks of the Tuen Mum 
Formation (see Chan and Kwong 2009; Chan et al. 2005; Lai, 2013 & 2016; Li et al. 
2014). The aforementioned guidelines have not thoroughly considered other 




















































































































































































